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Hero Honda bikes is the perfect synchronization of quality & excellence. The company is completely
satisfying the growing needs of consumers by offering the superior quality and brilliant technical
skills. The Hero Honda bikes are acknowledged for its low maintenance and high fuel efficiency.
This is the major reason of influence the consumers. The bikes are getting huge appreciation on the
account of comfortable seating and less maintenance with highest resale value.

You will find the array of motorcycles in the market that have set the industry benchmarks across all
the market segments. Currently, there are number of successful Hero Honda bikes in Delhi are
running over the Indian roads. Let's discuss the two youth oriented Hero Honda bikes price and
features that are Hero Honda Hunk and Hero Honda Karizma. Both are the mind blowing bikes in
India and allied with the array of features. These bikes are exceptionally performing over the Indian
roads and are cautiously engineered with all such qualities and features which can enough to lure
the attention of youth segment.

Hero Honda Karizma is the best selling motorcycle in Delhi among the youth segment. The looks of
the bike are sporty as well as attractive. Recently, the company has announced the upgraded
variant of Hero Honda Karizma which is called as the Hero Honda Karizma R ZMR PGM Fi. This
variant is pretty improved and enhanced from its forerunner. The new Karizma bike is recognized for
its soothing driving experience and coupled with the split seat which ensures better seating. It
comes packed with five spoke alloy wheels.

The Hero Honda Karizma is equipped with a SOHC, 4 stroke, single cylinder mill with a 223cc
displacement. This powerful engine pumps out maximum power of 17 bhp at 7,000 rpm and
generates maximum torque of 18.35 Nm at 6,000 rpm. The Hero Honda Karizma price in Delhi is
near about Rs.75000.

The other admirable bike among the youth is Hero Honda hunk. It is brilliantly designed motorcycle
and has packed with incredible features. Its engine specifications are similar to the Hero Honda
CBZ Xtreme. This 150cc bike has a dynamic design and bundled with powerful engine and
producing the superior performance and acceleration. All these factors put this bike apart from the
other bikes in its segment. The bike is allied with the 150cc 4-stroke engine can generate maximum
power of 14.4 PS at 8500 rpm along with peak torque of 12.80 Nm at 6500 rpm. The Hero Honda
Hunk price in Delhi is around Rs.63000.
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